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ABSTRACT
A system is described in which a digital computer
was used to control the acquisition , storage,
processing and display of experimenta l data from a
reciprocatin g compressor plant. Analog signals were
conditioned , passed to an analog-digi tal converter
and transferred to a mini-compu ter with direct
memory access. The maximum processing rate of
the analog-dig ital converter was 100, 000 readings
per second. The digital signals were either stored
in the computer memory or fed into double buffer
stores which were emptied sequentiall y to a cartridge disc sub-system . Each set of data was read
sequentiall y from a maximum of 16 transducers
located in a compressor plant; a set was read at
each t degree crankangle during a compressor cycle.
The stored data was processed and displayed in
digital form or in graphical form. The system provided more accurate results than had been obtained
by more convention al systems, the storage capacity
was large, and data could be processed and displayed very rapidly.
INTRODUCT ION
When assessing the validity of the predictions made
by models which simulate compressor s and their
valves it is the small differences between such predictions and experimenta l records at various
locations in the compressor installation which are
significant . To assist meaningful comparison it is
necessary that the experimenta l records be accurate.
Preferably all the experimenta l measureme nts should
be made during the same cycle of the compressor
since there may be variations from cycle to cycle.
The differences between the predictions by a
simulation model and the experimenta l records of
pressures in the plenum chambers and cylinders,
together with the displaceme nt of the valves in a
two-stage intercooled air compressor may be
observed in Figure l. These differences might be
regarded as small but they were sufficient for the
authors to improve the simulation model and
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develop a new system to obtain more accurate
experiment al records.
THE SYSTEM USED PREVIOUSLY
The equipment used to obtain the experimenta l
records shown in Figure 1 included a cathode ray
oscilloscop e (CRO) and a 12 channel ultra-violet
(UV) recorder. Several inherent sources of error
in such a recorder imposed limitations on the
accuracy which could be achieved. In addition it
was impractical to record simultaneou sly the output
from the many channels to be monitored: the traces
had to be recorded in batches. Hence the experimental traces in Figure l do not all pertain to the
same cycle of operation of the compressor . Also,
although each batch included a mark which denoted
crankangle position, there were errors in the
phasing of traces relative to each other: these were
particularly significant when traces had to be subtracted one from the other to evaluate a pressure
difference. For example, the important parameter
of the pressure drop across a valve had to be
obtained from the small difference between the
traces of plenum chamber pressure and cylinder
pressure, both of which may be changing rapidly
with time {crankangle ) at portions of the cycle of
interest such as valve opening or closing. The
manual process of scaling, linearising , rescaling
and transferring the various traces added to the
accumulatio n of errors. These errors, inherent to
the system, might have been reduced by further
developmen t, but could not be avoided. In any
case, operation of the system would have remained
a time consuming chore. An alternative system was
sought which would (a) avoid the several well
known limitations of a CRO or UV recorder
{b) record the signals from all channels during one
cycle of the compressor (c) remove errors of
phasing by reading the transducer to ·each channel
virtually simultaneou sly at a precisely known time
(crankangle ) (d) provide records in greater detail
during a part of the cycle of interest (e.g. during
the few crankangle degrees during which a valve

a shape and d nection unsuitab le for use as the
A
pulse to start the compute r based system .
rapid
tly
sufficien
of
pulse
a
with
marker
new phase
rise time for this purpose was provided by sensing
the light reflected from a strip mounted on the flywheel 90-} 0 before TDC. The light was sensed by
a photo-di ode through optical fibres which presented an aperture (1.5 in x 0.01 in (38mm x 0.25 mm))
to the strip. The signal from the reflecter strip was
conditio ned to give a pulse of about 1 A.{s duration :
this proved suitable to initiate the system.

(e) remove the inaccura cies and
was opening)
tedium involved in the manual scaling, linearisi ng,
and final display of records in graphica l form anri
(f) provide accurate records in digital form for
subsequ ent calculat ions and for compari son with
predictio ns made by models which simulate
compres sors on digital compute rs.

The arrangem ent develope d to meet these requirements utilised the high speed of operatio n and the
large storage capacity inherent in a digital compute r.
The system was based on a Hewlett Packard 2100
mini -comput er with l6K memory. The peripher als to
the mini-com puter were standard Hewlett -Packard
items except for the visual display unit (VDU) which
was a Tektroni x unit, Type 4 010. A schemat ic diagram of the hardwar e is shown in Figure 2. The
analog signals from the transduc ers in each channel
were converte d to digital form by the analog-d igital
converte r (ADC) which had a maximum processi ng
rate of 100, ODD signals per second. Analog s1gnals
from transduc ers which sensed pressure s and valve
displace ments were passed via the multiple xer unit
and the ADC to the compute r core by direct memory
access (DMA). The signal could be stored in core
or fed into buffer stores provided in the core. As
one buffer store was filled another was emptied into
the cartridge disc sub-sys tem. Afterwar ds the
stored data could be (a) printed on the teletype to
(b) disprovide a permane nt record in digital form
either
in
played on the visual display unit (VDU)
digital or graphica l form (which could be photographed to provide a permane nt record) (c)
presente d in graphica l form by the graph plotter, or
(d) transferr ed to paper tape for processi ng on a
larger compute r elsewhe re.

Follow:'n g the start, a trigger pulse was necessa ry
at pre-spec ified small time interval s to instruct 'the
system to acquire data sequenti ally from all the
channel s. This trigger pulse could have been
provided by a clock but in recognit ion of a possible
variation in angular velocity of the cranksha ft
during a cycle it was consider ed desirabt e to
generate the pulse from the compres sor cranksh aft.
A glass disc, with circumfe rential optical marking s
of 36, 360 and 3600 division s, was mounted on the
outboard end of the cranksh aft. A light source was
directed through the rotating disc and a fixed index.
The MoirEi fringes formed interrupt ed the light to a
photo-d iode. The diode sensed 3 600 division s
during one cranksha ft revolutio n and part of a
decade counter was used to divide by 5, reducing
the pulses to 720, so providin g a trigger pulse at
t degree crankan gle. The control program specifie d
that after the start the trigger would operate 1000
times (i.e. initiate readings from all channel s at
each -} 0 crankang le over somewha t more than one
crank shaft revoluti on). The count t::> 10 00 of the
pulses from the optical pulse generato r was
accompl ished by electron ic hardwar e and displaye d
on four digitron s.
The 720 pulses generate d per revolutio n were also
utilised in conjunct ion with a crystal controlle d
clock oscillato r to provide a digital revolutio n
counter. The revolutio ns per minute were displaye d
to the accuracy of one decimal place and the reading was updated every 1. 6 seconds : the reading
during the period of data acquisit ion remained
in the display.

A schemat ic diagram of the instrume ntation on the
compres sor plant and of the controls for the data
acquisit ion system is shown in Figure 3. The
pressure s at various location s in the plant were
sensed by Kistler piezo-el ectric transduc ers. Valve
displace ments were monitore d by Bentley- Nevada
non-con tact inductiv e transduc ers. The analog
signals from the transduc ers were conditio ned by
conventi onal electron ic equipme nt to be within the
range± 1 volt before being passed via the multiplexer unit to the ADC. The number of analog
signal channels allowed for was 16.

A digital display of mean pipeline pressure s in the
compres sor plant was obtained via an analogdigital converte r which integrate :J the pressure over
a few revolutio ns and updated at the same rate as
the revolutio n counter.

Top dead centre (TDC) for each compres sor stage had
been determin ed staticall y and checked under
dynamic conditio ns by means of a non -contact displaceme nt transduc er which sensed the piston movement. Marking s had then been mounted on the flywheel at 90° interval s and sensed by an inductiv e
transduc er. The signal from this transduc er, while
suitable as a phase marker with a UV recorder , had

The control program s were written in Assembl er
languag e, and made provisio n for two methods of
operatio n. In the first method, buffer stores were
provided in the compute r core. One buffer was
used to store incoming data from the ADC while,
simultan eously, data previous ly acquired and
stored in aoother buffer was transferr ed to store on
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the cartridge disc sub-,system. This procedure had
the advantage of allowing data greatly in excess of
the capacity of the core tb be acquired during a test,
by re-usmg core which had been allocated as a
buffer store, after dumping its previous contents
onto the disc. It had the disadvantage of endangermg the holding of data already acquired if the rate
of acquistion of data was higher than the rate of
transfer of data from the buffer store onto the disc.
In the second method all data was stored in core.
This permitted a somewhat higher rate of acquisition
by eliminating the time to execute the instructions
in Assembler for the transfer of data onto the disc
but had the disadvantage of restricting the storage
capacity t:J about 14 K words. A portion of the
control program for this method of operation is shown
in Figure 4. Instructions in Lines l to 22 initialise
the computer registers 1 starting locations 1 etc.· in
readiness for incoming data. Instructions in lines
23 to 32 take out from the recurring section of the
program some of the setting commands for transfer
of data via DMA. The DMA interrupt commences at
line 3 3 : it defines the appropriate core locations for
transfer of data and "enables the bread board", i.e.
lt brings into operation the control circuits which
link the computer with the
degree crankangle trigger
pulse. An' overspeed check is incorporated to ensure
that this information is correctly set up. The bread
board interrupt at line 4 7 is initiated by the arrival
of each i degree crankangle trigger pulse, so
commencing the sequential monitoring of all the
transducer signal channels via the ADC. The limit
set at line 55 stops acquisition of data after the
readings from all the channels have been taken
l 000 times: a cross-check is performed with the
count to l 000 made by the electronic hardware.

i

In order to associate a particular core location with
a known crankangle it was necessary to identify the
crankangle at which recording started. The press
button switch to start the system was connected to
the phase marklng pulse. Starting was delayed 1
(monitored by a binary counter), by a pre-determined
interval of four phase marking pulses (i.e. four
revolutions of the crankshaft). This ensured that if
the starter switch was pressed during the generation
of the phase marker pulse the trigger pulse was
ignored for starting purposes. The fifth pulse opened the gate (Figure 5) of the circuit which divided
by 5 the 3600 pulses per revolution generated at the
outboard end of the crankshaft so providing the
degree crankangle trigger pulses. Since the phase
marker had been set up at 9 oto before TDC, the first
sequential monitoring of the channels occurred at the
first ± degree trigger pulse after the phase marker
pulse, starting the system at goo before TDC.
Thereafter the process was repeated and the records
stored at each ±degree crankangle till the total of
l 000 was reached. Figure 5 provides a schematic
diagram of the arrangement.

i
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USE OF THE NEW SYSTEM
A comparison between the previous system of
recording using a UV recorder and the computer
controlled data acquisition system was made by
injecting into each an input of known form by means
of a square wave generator. At comparatively low
frequencies the traces on the UV recorder showed
some distortion and, as the frequency was
increased, reduction in the amplitude of the traces
became more severe. In contrast, at frequencies of
up to 5000Hz the shape of the records from the
data acquisition system was unimpaired.
Measurements of pressures and valve displacements
in a compressor plant were recorded using the data
acquisition system. Phasing of the various traces
in relation to TDC and to each other was now very
precise since each reading was taken sequentially
(but virtually instantaneously) from all channels at
each ± degree crankangle during a single compressor
cycle. Comparison with the experimental records
in Figure l, where a UV recorder had been used,
showed that the data acquisition system was able
to reveal details which had not appeared in the
traces from the UV recorder. For example, the
trace of discharge plenum pressure showed a
number of high frequency oscillations which did not
appear in Figure 1 because of damping in components of the UV recorder.
The data acquisition system was used to check the
validity of the assumption which had been made
when developing the mathematical model that the
variation of angular velocity of the crankshaft was
negligible. The time interval between the pulses
provided once per revolution by the phase marker on
the flywheel was divided into 36 equal intervals of
time using a phase locked loop. During the revolution, 3600 pulses were generated at equal intervals of distance (i.e. at l/10 degree crankangle
intervals) by the optically marked glass disc mounted on the end of the crankshaft. These pulses were
conditioned to have about 1 4 s duration and the
number generated (nominally l 00) in each of the 3 6
equal time intervals during the single crankshaft
revolution was counted and passed to the computer
in binary form. The results observed at several
compressor speeds and with various discharge
pressures showed a maximum deviation of 2. It
was concluded that the speed fluctuation during a
crank shaft revolution was within .± 2%.
A part of the cycle of operation of a compressor
could be examined in detail. This facility was
used to measure valve displacement at preclsely
known intervals of time during opening. Hence
mean values of valve velocity during each interval
could be calculated. The transducers used to
sense valve displacement had been calibrated in
situ and the calibration data stored in the computer.

Figure 8 adjacent points are displaced in time by
20.-t{.s. The +2 mV llmitation in the resolution of the
ADC remained and since ,1 thad not been changed
(except by any change of compress or speed) the
uncertain ty in any point was unaltered . However,
Figure 8 reveals that the discrete levels involved
were so close together that single line curves for
valve displacem ent could have been drawn w1th
confidenc e. At the lower compress or speed
(360 rev/min) shown in Figure 8 the suction valve
did not reach the stop during the first opening phase.
The scatter of points on the velocity curves arises
from the basic problem of subtractin g two displacement readings of similar magnitud e. The wide
scatter of points following impact of the suction
valve plate on the stop at compress or speed
500 rev/min may be due to the plate having a
vibration of high frequency but of such small
amplitude that the effect is not visible in the
correspon ding displacem ent curve. However curves
of mean velocity have been added by hand to F1g ure
8. These experimen tal curves have significan ce in
relation to the developm ent of simulatio n models of
compress ors where informatio n is required regarding
"squish" damping on a valve plate near to its stop,
impact velocity and the effective coefficien t of
restitutio n.

Programs were written to linearise the output from
the transduce rs anc. then calculate valve velocity.
An example of the results obtained is shown in
For convenien ce each interval of time
Figure 6.
between displacem ent readings was equal and was
the time to move through ! degree crankang le.
Hence the time interval (microsec onds), shown as
t1 t in Figure 7, depended on compress or speed
(revolutio ns per minute);
6
~t= 6Dx10
72 0
x
rev/min
For example at 4 DO rev/min, .6t

= 210 1.{ s.

For detailed study of valve behaviour it would be
useful to have additiona l experimen tal points on the
velocity curves in Figure 6, particular ly near to
valve seat and stop. It might appear that such
points could be obtained by taking valve displacedegree
ment readings at time intervals smaller than
crankangl e and dividing the difference between
adjacent displacem ent readings by the smaller time
interval. However, the resolution of the ADC on an
analog signal (which had been condition ed to be
l volt or less) was ±2 mV because the digital
equivalen t had to be stored in 9 binary bits. So
there was some uncertaint y about the value of each
point plotted in Figure 6. Either at low velocity or
when using a short time interval the change in valve
displacem ent may be so small that it is swamped or
possibly lost altogethe r because of the ±2 mV discrete levels in the digital form of each of the two
adjacent valve displacem ent readings which are to
be subtracte d. Therefore , a compromi se has to be
made between having a relatively large time interval
bet·,veen readings with a scarcity of points or having
a small time interval with a larger number of points
of greater uncertain ty.

i

I

CONCLUS IONS
The great capacity of a digital computer with disc
storage and the high speed of operation of an analog·digital converter provided the basis of a system to
record experimen tal data from reciproca ting
compress or plant. Signals could be recorded at
degree
10 .f.{s intervals from up to 16 channels at
cycle.
or
compress
one
during
intervals
e
crankangl
The ADC imposed an upper limit to the rate of
operation of the system: a limit to the accuracy was
imposed by the resolution of the ADC. However
the imperfect ions of transduce rs in their locations
wi.thin a compress or plant to sense and produce the
correct signal as the analog input to each channel
may be the major limitation on the accuracy of the
overall system in practice.

t

The scheme was modified so that effectivel y the
relatively large time interval was utilised but a
larger number of points was obtained. The maximum
rate of the ADC was 100, DOD readings per second,
i.e. the shortest time between readings was l 0 -i.{ s.
Following initiation by the pulse generated at each
t degree crankang le, consecuti ve readings were
read at this maximum rate and fed into consecuti ve
channels of the ADC. Hence the readings in each
channel were easily identifiab le and adjacent readings in any given channel were spaced as shown in
Figure 7 at the relatively long time interval~t
(e.g. approxim ately 210 A{s when the compress or
speed was 400 rev/min). The mean velocity over
this time interval, ~t, was calculate d and plotted
at the arithmetic mean value of the two valve displacemen ts involved. Each reading of the set in the
next channel was recorded 10 1-{s later than the
correspon ding reading in the adjacent channel. For
expedienc y, only nine of the sixteen available
channels were employed and to assist clarity in
F1gure 8 only pomts from the five alternate channels
are plotted, i.e. in a group of five points m

I

While the prime objective had been to obtain this
improved accuracy, a major additiona l advantage
was that experimen tal results could be readily
recalled, linearised , scaled and displayed in a
convenien t digital or graphical form: this
was accomplis hed within two minutes following a
test and so greatly facilitated the conductin g of a
test series.
Use of the computer based system avoided most of
the errors inherent in more conventio nal measuring
systems and also the errors which accrue during the
many hours of labour required when using manual
methods to translate results from a CRO or UV
recorder.
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